Men with elevated testosterone levels show more affiliative behaviours during interactions with women
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Testosterone (T) is thought to play a key role in male–male competition and courtship in many vertebrates, but its precise effects are unclear. We explored whether courtship behaviour in humans is modulated and preceded by changes in T. Pairs of healthy male students first competed in a non-physical contest in which their T levels became elevated. Each participant then had a short, informal interaction with either an unfamiliar man or woman. The sex of the stimulus person did not affect the participants’ behaviour overall. However, in interactions with women, those men who had experienced a greater T increase during the contest subsequently showed more interest in the woman, engaged in more self-presentation, smiled more and made more eye contact. No such effects were seen in interactions with other men. This is the first study to provide direct evidence that elevating T during male–male competition is followed by increased affiliative behaviour towards women.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Humans, like other animals, communicate their interest to potential mates through courtship [1], which may then be followed by negotiation to determine whether this interest is mutual. In many species, sexual behaviour is regulated by sex hormones, in particular testosterone (T). For example, T initiates sexual development, controls sperm production and supports sexual function [2]. Moreover, T seems to play a key role in courtship. In several species of birds, it has been shown that a wide variety of courtship behaviours increase when castrated males are implanted with T crystals in specific brain areas [3]. Additionally, appetitive sexual behaviour (e.g. courtship) of male rats is inhibited by castration but restored after treatment with exogenous T [4]. The administration of T in both mice and rats stimulates the expression of various copulatory behaviours [5,6].

The function of T in these contexts can be explained by the challenge hypothesis [7]. This hypothesis states that T levels rise during challenges that are relevant for reproduction and thereby prepare the body for an adaptive response. The challenge hypothesis was first applied to birds, but more recently has been extended to humans, by focusing on challenges faced by men such as disputes over social status and reactions to mating stimuli [8]. It is thought that, during these challenges, T functions to promote behaviour that facilitates mate acquisition or mating directly [9]. In support of this, it has been shown that a non-physical social interaction of 15 min (or even as little as 5 min) with an unfamiliar woman can provoke an increase in male T levels [9–12].

If T promotes behaviours that stimulate mate attraction, which specific behaviours might be affected? As in other species, human male courtship may involve specific display behaviours. In support of this, it has been shown that in social interactions those men who responded with an increase in their T levels were perceived by their female interaction partners as trying to impress [9], displaying extrovert behaviour and self-disclosing [10]. However, it remains unclear whether the T increases caused these behaviours or vice versa, as they both occurred at the same time. Furthermore, it has been shown that during courtship men reveal more about themselves than women do and consequently speak longer with a woman when they are interested in dating her, particularly if she seems interested too [13]. Additionally, men may attempt to display their dominance status: those men who successfully make social contact with women in bars exhibit more dominant behaviours such as glances that are short and direct, make more space-maximization movements, change location more often, and make more non-reciprocated touches to surrounding men and fewer closed movements (e.g. outward limb movements that cross over the main body torso) [14]. Such male–male competitive interactions may be important for reproductive success if they influence patterns of female choice, as emphasized by research on other animals [15]. For example, females may prefer dominant males if they are better able to provide food and protection for their
2. METHODS

(a) Participants

Eighty-four male students, aged 18–29 years (mean ± s.e.m.: 21.2 ± 0.32), participated in this study in exchange for €10. They were recruited by a male and a female research assistant, who approached men in the cafeterias of the University of Valencia and made announcements in the lecture halls. The participants had a mean body mass index (BMI) of 23.5 ± 0.46 and were all Caucasian. Average self-reported socio-economic status [21], on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest), was 6.6 ± 0.09.

All participants were first interviewed by the research assistants and were asked to complete a questionnaire. We excluded individuals who were not heterosexual (open question: ‘what is your sexual orientation?’), who were currently in a relationship, who were enrolled in a psychology degree, who smoked more than five cigarettes a day or who reported a serious medical or psychological problem or drug abuse. Participants were also excluded if they were using any medication directly related to cardiac, emotional or cognitive function, or medication that was able to influence hormone levels, such as glucocorticoids or β-blockers. One participant was excluded from analyses because after participating he indicated he was bisexual, while another was excluded because he indicated he was in a relationship.

(b) The competitive task

Each participant competed face-to-face with another participant on a computer task [20]. This task comprised 27 items similar to those used in intelligence tests. The participants were informed that they would win an item if they were the first to enter the correct answer. During the task, the participants were seated roughly 1 m apart on opposite sides of the same table, each behind their own computer screen and facing their opponent. The experimenter remained clearly visible to the participants and observed the progress of the task. Unknown to them, the outcome of the task was actually manipulated by the experimenter for a different purpose, investigated in a separate paper [20]. One participant was randomly assigned to the winner condition (20 items won and 7 items lost) and the other to the loser condition (7 items won and 20 items lost). At the end of the task, each participant was shown his final score on his computer screen, together with a statement of whether he had lost or won. Half of the participants in each condition (winner and loser) were then randomly assigned to have contact with another man, and the other half with a woman.

(c) Stimulus persons

Twelve men and six women acted as the stimulus persons. These were confederates of the experimenter chosen on the basis of similar age (23.33 ± 0.55 years) to the participants, and were of representative height and weight for the Spanish student population. All stimulus persons were thoroughly instructed before participating, to reduce differences between them in spontaneous verbal or non-verbal behaviour. They were told to act as if they were participants in the same study, to engage in friendly conversation with the participant in a natural manner and to allow long pauses if the participants elected not to talk. After the interaction, participants who had met a stimulus woman were asked to rate her physical attractiveness on a scale from 1 (not attractive) to 7 (highly attractive); the average rating given was 4.73 ± 0.18.

(d) Procedure

On arrival at the laboratory, the participants were greeted by the male experimenter (L.v.d.M.) and were briefed on the general procedure of the study (without telling them about the planned interaction with the stimulus person). To avoid confounds, the experimenter did not engage socially and kept contact to a minimum. Participants filled in an informed consent form, and their height and weight were measured. Next, participants provided a saliva sample (T1) for the measurement of their baseline T level.

To provoke a change in T, each participant first competed against another participant on the computer task, which took approximately 18 min to complete. Ten minutes after the completion of this task, the participants provided a second
saliva sample (T2). Each participant was then taken to a separate room where they were instructed to work on a Sudoku puzzle. Already in this room was a stimulus person, pretending to be another participant completing a similar puzzle. Upon entering the room, the experimenter indicated that he did not have the correct version of the puzzle for the participant. The participant was asked to wait for the experimenter to return with the correct version. The experimenter then left the room and the participant and the stimulus person were left alone together for 5 min [22], during which the behaviour of the participant was discreetly filmed from a partly hidden camera. This camera could be spotted by participants but their attention was drawn away from it by the presence of the stimulus person. When the 5 min had elapsed, the experimenter returned with the correct version and the stimulus person then left the room with the experimenter.

After a further 15 min, the experimenter collected the puzzle, participants were debriefed about the true nature of the experiment and received €10. The whole procedure lasted 1.5 h and sessions were held from 16.00 to 20.00 h to control for the circadian rhythm of T [23].

c) Behavioural measurements
Four female observers (22.00 ± 1.29 years old) were trained to interpret and reliably rate the participants’ behaviour from the video recordings, on the basis of the behavioural scale shown in table 1. We chose to use only female observers to minimize the variation between their ratings and because we were specifically interested in male courtship behaviour. These observers were aware of the stimulus person’s sex but blind to the participants’ increases in salivary T. The scale consisted of nine items and the general frequency of each item could be rated from 1 (not at all) to 7 (all the time). Each observer rated the full set of videos on two separate occasions, with the second rating taking place one to three days after the first rating. To assess the repeatability of the ratings from a given observer, we calculated an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for each item, based on the two separate ratings nested within each male subject. One item for one of the observers was removed from analyses as it had a repeatability score of ≤ 0.60. For each of the remaining items, the repeatability of the ratings ranged from 0.63 to 0.95 (0.82 ± 0.15) for the four observers.

We then averaged the observers’ first and second ratings for each item, and used these average scores to assess the degree of agreement between the four observers. This was done by calculating an inter-observer ICC for each item (table 1) based on the four averages (one per observer) nested within each male subject.

Finally, for each item we took a grand average of that item’s average scores from all four observers. We then created three composite indices on the basis of their theoretical relatedness, by averaging the final scores from each of the component items (table 1). These indices were: (i) interest in the stimulus person, ICC = 0.97; (ii) self-presentation, ICC = 0.98; (iii) positive facial cues, ICC = 0.75. The indices formed the dependent variables in our subsequent regression analyses (see below). Four participants were excluded from behavioural analysis as their interaction period was not correctly filmed owing to technical problems. The three factors were correlated with each other (r between 0.506 and 0.799; all p ≤ 0.001). Confirmatory factor analysis showed that a three-factor model had a better fit than a one-factor model (ΔΧ^2 = 171.76, p ≤ 0.001). The one-factor model did not provide an adequate fit to the data (Χ^2 = 226.40, p ≤ 0.001; comparative fit index, CFI = 0.87; standardized root mean square residual, SRMR = 0.072), whereas the three-factor model did provide an adequate fit (Χ^2 = 54.64, p ≤ 0.001; CFI = 0.98; SRMR = 0.037). Note that an adequate fit requires both CFI ≥ 0.95 and SRMR ≤ 0.08 [24].

f) Hormonal assays
Both saliva samples (T1 and T2) were collected by passive drooling. Participants deposited 5 ml of saliva in plastic vials which took approximately 5 min to fill. The samples were frozen at −20°C and shipped to the endocrinology laboratory at the University Medical Center Utrecht, the Netherlands. Depending on the starting time of the session, the first saliva sample (T1) was taken at approximately 16.10 or 18.10 h and the second saliva sample (T2) was taken at approximately 16.55 or 18.55 h, respectively. The T2 samples were taken 10 min after completing the competitive task as psychological stimulation needs some time to affect T levels [25]. There was no effect of starting time of the session on T1, T2 or the stimulation needs some time to affect T levels [25]. There was no effect of starting time of the session on T1, T2 or the change in T levels (T2−T1; t-tests, all p ≥ 0.57). The saliva samples were analysed using radio-immunoassays. According to the modifications of Granger et al. [26], salivary T was determined with the double antibody T kit (DSL-4100) from Diagnostic Systems Laboratories Inc. (Webster, TX, USA). The detection limit was 4 pmol l−1. The mean inter-assay coefficient of variation was 7.5 ± 0.90 per cent and the mean intra-assay coefficient was 5.3 ± 1.30 per cent. One participant drank water while giving the saliva sample and was therefore excluded from the analysis.
(g) Statistical analysis
We first performed several independent t-tests to assess if there were any differences in the socio-demographic variables and baseline T levels between participants who interacted with a man or a woman. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was then performed, including (i) interest in the stimulus person, (ii) self-presentation and (iii) positive facial cues as dependent variables, to investigate whether the behaviour of the participants was affected by the sex of the stimulus person (male or female), the outcome of the competition (winner or loser) and their interaction.

To test for an interaction between the sex of the stimulus person and the change in T during the competition on the behavioural indices, we used regression analyses following Aiken & West [27]. Using forward stepwise regression, three separate moderator regression analyses were performed with one of the behavioural indices as the dependent variable. The sex of the stimulus person was dummy-coded as 0 for a man and 1 for a woman. For calculating the change in T during the competition, we used the unstandardized residuals from regressing T1 on T2, because absolute changes in T levels are negatively correlated with baseline T and are sensitive to regression to the mean [28]. In step 1, the main effects of sex of the stimulus person and the change in T during the competition were entered. In step 2, the sex × change in T interaction was added and post hoc significance tests of the slopes were performed. For all behavioural indices, Bartlett’s test [29] showed no violation of the assumption of homogeneity of error variance. For these final regression analyses, we excluded in total seven participants (one person who drank water during saliva sampling, one bisexual person, one person reporting to be in a relationship and four participants for whom we did not correctly film the contact period), leaving a final sample size of 77.

A value of \( p < 0.05 \) (two-tailed) was considered statistically significant. Statistical tests were performed with SPSS v. 16.0.

3. RESULTS
(a) Preliminary analysis
As reported by van der Meij et al. [20], the change in salivary T between the first sample (before the contest) and the second sample (after the contest) did not differ between winners and losers (\( F_{1,80} = 0.70, p = 0.406 \)). Overall, however, there was a significant increase in T of 16.4 per cent (±3.9), from 266.4 (±8.5) to 300.6 pmol L\(^{-1}\) (±10.5); \( F_{1,80} = 14.74, p < 0.001 \). For the remainder of our analysis, we focus on the subsequent interaction with a stimulus person. There were no differences between participants who had contact with a man or a woman for the following variables: change in T, baseline T, sex drive, age, height, weight, BMI, subjective socio-economic status, educational level, average weekly physical activity, alcohol use (t-tests, all \( p \geq 0.15 \)). Furthermore, the behaviour of participants as measured by the three behavioural indices was neither affected by the sex of the stimulus person (MANOVA: \( F_{3,71} = 1.56, p = 0.208 \)) nor by the outcome of the competition (\( F_{3,71} = 0.41, p = 0.745 \)), and there was no significant interaction effect between these variables (\( F_{3,71} = 0.87, p = 0.459 \)). Behavioural ratings were equally variable for interactions with another man and with a woman (Levene’s test: interest in stimulus person, \( F = 1.52, p = 0.221 \); self-presentation, \( F = 0.01, p = 0.931 \); positive facial cues, \( F = 3.79, p = 0.055 \)). The men’s attractiveness ratings of the women were not correlated with the rated frequency of interest in the stimulus person (\( r_{xy} = 0.079, p = 0.634 \)), self-presentation (\( r_{xy} = 0.205, p = 0.212 \)) or positive facial cues (\( r_{xy} = 0.035, p = 0.831 \)).

(b) Testosterone and behaviour
For the main analyses, we considered how the subjects’ behaviour was affected by their change in T, the stimulus person’s sex and the interaction between these two factors. The outcome of the competition did not moderate any of these effects (see electronic supplementary material, appendix A), so we do not discuss it further. In supplementary analyses, we also found that baseline T neither predicted affiliative behaviours nor interacted with any of the experimental conditions (see electronic supplementary material, appendix B). Our results did not change substantially when controlling for the psychological state of the opponent [20], except that for positive facial cues the interaction term dropped to non-significance (see electronic supplementary material, appendix C).

(i) Interest in the stimulus person
The model in step 1, including sex of the stimulus person and the change in T during the competition as predictor variables, did not explain a significant amount of variance in the index of interest in the stimulus person (\( F_{2,74} = 0.40, p = 0.670 \)). However, entering the interaction term in step 2 significantly increased the amount of variance explained (\( \Delta F_{1,73} = 5.13, p = 0.027, \text{adjusted } \Delta r^2 = 3.8\text{%}, \Delta r^2 = 6.5\% \)). In this step, there were no main effects of sex of the stimulus person (\( p = 0.958 \)) nor the change in T (\( p = 0.420 \)), but there was a significant two-way interaction between the change in T and sex (\( \beta = 0.341, p = 0.027 \)). Significance tests of the slopes revealed that the change in T did not affect the display of interest in the male stimulus person (\( r_{b3} = -0.81, \beta = -0.12, p = 0.420 \)), but a greater change in T was associated with the display of more interest in the female stimulus person (\( r_{b3} = 3.11, \beta = 0.39, p = 0.024; \text{ figure } 1 \)).

(ii) Self-presentation
The model in step 1, including sex of the stimulus person and the change in T during the competition as predictor variables, did not explain a significant amount of variance in the index of self-presentation (\( F_{2,74} = 0.24, p = 0.789 \)). However, entering the interaction term in step 2 significantly increased the amount of variance explained (\( \Delta F_{1,73} = 5.44, p = 0.022, \text{ adjusted } \Delta r^2 = 3.7\text{%}, \Delta r^2 = 6.9\% \)). In this step, there were no main effects of sex of the stimulus person (\( p = 0.820 \)) nor change in T (\( p = 0.293 \)), but there was a significant two-way interaction between the change in T and sex (\( \beta = 0.351, p = 0.022 \)). Significance tests of the slopes revealed that while the change in T did not affect self-presentation when interacting with a man (\( r_{b3} = -1.06, \beta = -0.16, p = 0.293 \)), a greater change in T was associated with more self-presentation when interacting with a woman (\( r_{b3} = 2.18, \beta = 0.372, p = 0.033; \text{ figure } 2 \)).
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(iii) Positive facial cues

The model in step 1, including sex of the stimulus person and the change in T during the competition as predictor variables, explained a significant amount of variance in positive facial cues ($F_{2,74} = 3.41$, $p = 0.038$). In this step, the sex of the stimulus person did not affect the expression of positive facial cues ($p = 0.126$), but the change in T did ($\beta = 0.253$, $p = 0.027$). However, entering the interaction term in step 2 marginally increased the amount of variance explained ($\Delta F_{1,73} = 3.34$, $p = 0.072$, adjusted $r^2 = 8.9\%$, $\Delta r^2 = 4.0\%$). In this step, there were no main effects of sex of the stimulus person ($p = 0.124$) nor change in T ($p = 0.616$), but there was a marginally non-significant two-way interaction between the change in T and sex ($\beta = 0.268$, $p = 0.072$). Significance tests of the slopes revealed that while the change in T did not affect the display of positive facial cues when interacting with a man ($t_{73} = 0.50$, $\beta = 0.074$, $p = 0.616$), a greater change in T was associated with more positive facial cues when interacting with a woman ($t_{73} = 2.89$, $\beta = 0.480$, $p = 0.005$; figure 3).

(iv) Overall affiliative behaviour

To check that our results were not driven by the particular grouping of the items into our three composite indices, we ran a similar analysis with all nine items grouped into a single variable: overall affiliative behaviour (electronic supplementary material, appendix D). This confirmed the previously reported effects: change in T did not affect overall affiliative behaviour when interacting with a man ($t_{73} = -0.639$, $\beta = -0.096$, $p = 0.525$), whereas a greater change in T was associated with more affiliative behaviour when interacting with a woman ($t_{73} = 2.617$, $\beta = 0.443$, $p = 0.011$).

4. DISCUSSION

This is the first study to show that men experiencing elevated T levels during intrasexual competition subsequently show more affiliative behaviour during interactions with women. Those men with greater rises in T levels subsequently showed more interest in a woman, engaged in more self-presentation, smiled more and made more eye contact with her, but did not show a similar increase in these behaviours when interacting with a man. Although the behavioural ratings could have been affected by knowledge of the stimulus person’s sex, this cannot account for the reported effect of the change in T on participants’ behaviour as the raters were completely blind to this change. Our findings complement previous studies showing that contact with an unfamiliar woman may provoke an increase in T levels [9–12].

In addition, we report the novel finding that an endogenous T increase prior to social contact has an effect on subsequent behaviours, while previous work has shown the simultaneous occurrence of a T increase and an increase in display behaviours [9,10]. Taken together, the evidence suggests that during encounters with the opposite sex, T may function to promote the display of affiliative behaviours that increase a man’s mating prospects. Although we did not specifically measure

Figure 1. The relationship between the participant’s change in testosterone and the extent to which he showed interest in a stimulus man (triangles) or woman (circles). Separate regression lines are plotted for each sex of the stimulus person.

Figure 2. The relationship between a participant’s change in testosterone and his expression of positive facial cues when interacting with a man (triangles) or woman (circles). Separate regression lines are plotted for each sex of the stimulus person.

Figure 3. The relationship between a participant’s change in testosterone and his expression of positive facial cues when interacting with a man (triangles) or woman (circles). Separate regression lines are plotted for each sex of the stimulus person.
romantic or sexual interest, our findings suggest that the release of T in men during social contact with women is linked to the initiation of courtship behaviours. The detection of these behavioural changes in men very soon after the competitive interaction suggests that T may have dynamically regulated their behaviour through non-genomic mechanisms [30]. Genomic mechanisms involve the activation of intracellular androgen receptors that modulate nuclear transcription after translocation of steroid–receptor complexes into the nucleus, typically taking days or hours to exert an influence [30]. By contrast, the non-genomic route can affect an organism rapidly through T binding to extracellular androgen receptors that can raise the intracellular calcium concentration, change membrane fluidity and activate second messenger pathways [31]. Through these changes, the activity of the central nervous system is modulated, thereby leading to a change in behaviour. The main findings of our study are consistent with the fast non-genomic actions of androgens, suggesting that transient changes in T levels can promote certain forms of social behaviour.

Our findings are also in line with the non-human animal literature, which shows that in a variety of species T causes more appetitive and consummatory sexual behaviours [3,4]. Interestingly, our study suggests that courtship in humans involves subtle verbal and non-verbal cues that are perhaps not specific to courtship. There was no overall difference in the frequency of affiliative behaviours between those men who interacted with a woman and those who interacted with another man. This was probably owing to the short contact period (5 min), as in the first few minutes of contact it may be quite normal to establish a rapport by smiling, making eye contact, speaking about one’s experiences and showing interest in the other person. What our findings suggest is that when men meet an unfamiliar woman, a first step to show their romantic interest might be to display various forms of general affiliative behaviour.

Our findings are also consistent with the challenge hypothesis [8]. Those men who experienced a greater rise in T during the competitive task may have perceived that they were challenged [20] as, according to the challenge hypothesis, T should increase in contexts such as disputes over social status [8]. After this challenge, their elevated T levels not only prepared them for competing with other men but may also have had a generalized preparatory effect on mate acquisition by stimulating affiliative behaviours directed specifically towards women. However, the effect of intrasexual competition on our main results should be treated with caution as we cannot rule out that men with increased T levels owing to other circumstances also show more affiliative behaviours towards women. Despite this possibility, it seems plausible that intrasexual competition is associated with T and mating effort in humans, just as it has been shown in many non-human species that male–male competition is closely linked to mate acquisition [32]. Dominant males may have access to more or better females because they compete directly for those females (female-defence polygyny), or because they compete for resources to which females are attracted (resource-defence polygyny) [15]. This is one probable reason why high- and middle-ranking males typically have a lifetime reproductive advantage over the lowest-ranking males [16].

Instead of a direct, stimulatory effect of T on courtship behaviour, an alternative possibility is that those men whose T levels responded most to the competitive situation were also more focused on mating. In other words, those men who are more physiologically sensitive to challenges to their social status might be the same men who frequently engage in courtship. Following this reasoning, their high responsiveness to challenges relevant for reproductive success might have also have induced them to display more specific affiliative behaviours directed at women. To unravel these interesting possibilities, follow-up studies could pharmacologically administer T to men prior to social contact with a woman, to clarify its stimulating effects on affiliative and courtship behaviours.
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